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National
observatory of
Athens

The National Observatory of Athens 
 is a research institute in Athens,
Greece. Founded in 1842, it is the oldest
research foundation in Greece, as it was
the first scientific research institute
built after Greece became independent
in 1829, and one of the oldest research
institutes in Southern Europe.



Church of Panagia
Kapnikarea

The Church of Panagia
Kapnikarea or just Kapnikarea
(Greek: Καπνικαρέα) is a Greek
Orthodox church and one of the
oldest churches in Athens



Syntagma Square, fountain
Syntagma Square lies in the very heart of the

city of Athens stretching before the symbol of

the Greek State, the Hellenic Parliament. It is the

second larger square of Greece



Roundabout in
Maroussi

(Kifissias road)



 Rotunda

 The Rotonda (or Rotunda) is one of
the most important Roman monuments
in Thessaloniki. It stands just next to
the Arch of Galerius in the city center
and it is also known as the Church of
Agios Georgios. This cylindrical
structure was built in 306 AD by the
Roman tetrarch Galerius, who intended
it to be his grave. At first, it worked as
a temple but it remains unknown to
which god this temple was dedicated..



Gemista 

Gemista or yemista (which in Greek
means ‘filled with’) is a traditional
recipe for Greek stuffed tomatoes
and/or other vegetables that are
baked,.The traditional Greek recipe
for Gemista can be either vegetarian
, where the Gemista are filled with
rice, chopped vegetables and baked
in a tomato based sauce, or they
may contain minced beef or pork.



Loukoumades

Loukoumades are little bite-sized fluffy sweet honey
balls (the Greek version of donuts), which are deep
fried to golden and crispy perfection. Greek donuts
(loukoumades) are traditionally served soaked in hot
honey syrup, sprinkled with cinnamon and garnished

with chopped walnuts or toasted sesame seeds.



Giouvarlakia

Traditional Greek Meatball
Soup (Giouvarlakia/

Youvarlakia) in Egg-lemon
sauce recipe
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